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ABSTRACT 
HVDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM RELIABILITY EVALUATION BASED ON CONDITION-
DEPENDENT FAILURE MODELS OF CONVERTERS AND TRANSFORMERS 
 
by 
  Zibo Wang  
 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017 
Under the Supervision of Dr. Lingfeng Wang  
 
Wind energy, especially offshore wind energy, is the focus of policy for countries that want to 
make significant use of renewable energy. With the development of semiconductor technology, 
high voltage direct current (HVDC) technology is being widely used for the transmission of wind 
power from offshore windfarms to onshore power grids. The application of HVDC technology can 
benefit the power system in many ways, such as operation security, reliability performance and 
economy. With the increasing number of applications of HVDC, the reliability performance of 
HVDC plays an important role in the overall power system reliability. Although the reliability of 
HVDC transmission system has been studied for some time, most of the research is only for the 
reliability evaluation of the planning stage, but the evaluation of operational reliability is rarely 
mentioned. 
Converters and transformers are major components in VSC-HVDC transmission systems. Con-
stant failure rate for components  (transformers and converters) has been proven to be feasible and 
it is widely used in power system to calculate medium or long term average reliability indices [23]. 
Constant failure rate is an average value for long-time. However, the average failure rates cannot 
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represent the components’ failure probability under different operating conditions and operating 
environment. 
In this thesis, a converter real-time failure model and a transformer real-time failure model were 
built and tested. These two models were applied to two VSC-HVDC transmission systems (radial, 
regional) to calculate the operating reliability indices. And a set of sensitivity analyses was con-
ducted to evaluate the influence of various factors.  
The converter real-time failure model is based on the power loss of power electronics which is 
caused by the wind speed and its variation, and the influence of ambient temperature was consid-
ered. For the transformer real-time failure model, the aging failure caused by the mechanical 
strength loss, the random failure based on weather condition and the failure caused by overload 
protection was considered. To calculate the operating reliability for two systems, systems were 
simplified by using the minimum cut set method. Combined with the real-time availability of the 
transformer and the converter, and other components, the system hourly reliability was calculated. 
In the calculation, the difference between offshore and onshore was considered. The sensitivity 
analyses demonstrated the influence of season, DC cable capacity, and wind turbine parameters. 
According to the calculation results, the reliability of the major components can be more accurately 
reflected by these condition-dependent models. The availability for the system varies evidently 
with different operating and environment conditions. The ambient temperature and the wind speed 
are the main affecting factors. The one-year simulation results demonstrate that the system relia-
bility exhibits some degree of seasonal nature. Also, it was shown that the system topology, DC 
cable capacity, and wind turbine parameters could affect the system reliability. 
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  Introduction 
1.1 Research Background  
Fossil energy has long supported the development and progress of human society. The Interna-
tional Energy Agency (IEA) survey in 2014 showed that 2013 fossil energy subsidies totaled 
US$550 billion. It was four times that of renewable energy [1]. Compared with fossil fuels, renew-
able energy resources are eco-friendly, low-cost and plentiful. Wind energy, especially offshore 
wind energy, is the focus of policy for countries that want to make significant use of renewable 
energy.  
The transmission of wind power from offshore windfarms to onshore power grids is through either 
high voltage alternating current (HVAC) technology or high voltage direct current (HVDC) tech-
nology. In reference [2], the economical and reliability analysis between HVDC and HVAC was 
carried out. The results showed the choice of transmission scheme is largely dependent on the 
distance from offshore windfarms to onshore. Because the HVDC scheme needs more investment 
for components, the HVAC scheme needs more investment for cable.  
Although HVAC technology is widely used worldwide to be the main scheme for electrical trans-
mission for the past 100 years, it still has its limitations, such as transmission capacity, distance 
constraints and inability to connect asynchronous grids. With the advent of renewable energy and 
the need to build more smart grids, HVDC transmission is no longer a supplement to HVAC trans-
mission. HVDC is widely used for subsea electrical transmission, interconnection of asynchronous 
AC grids, efficient, stable control and transmission capability and also for long-distance bulk 
power transmission because of its low power loss [3]. 
1.1.1HVDC transmission system and its main components 
High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) technology has been the dominant method for power 
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transmission for a long time. Presently, there are certain areas in which High Voltage Direct Cur-
rent (HVDC) can be a suitable method for power transmission. HVDC transmission is often used 
for long-distance, high-capacity transmission and interconnection between regional power grids. 
It converts the alternating current into direct current through the inverter and then sends it to the 
receiving terminal through the DC transmission line and becomes alternating current through the 
inverter, and finally injected into the AC grid. Relative to HVAC transmission, the HVDC trans-
mission has advantages of flexible transmission, small loss, lines saving, rapid control and so on. 
The first application of HVDC dates back to the 1950s. Based on the development of converters, 
there has been three stages for HVDC transmission system. The first stage is widely known by the 
application of mercury arc valve. Since the 1970s, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) take the main 
market of HVDC converters [4]. In the late 1990s, with the development of semiconductor tech-
nology, Voltage Source Converters (VSC) start to emerge in industrial applications[4].  
Based on thyristor and transistor technology development, the fully controlled semiconductor de-
vices for high-voltage and high-power are available today (Table 1-1). These devices are widely 
used for Voltage Source Converters with pulse width modulation (PMW) working at higher fre-
quency [5].  
Acronym Type Full Name 
IGBT Transistor Insulate Gate Bipolar Transistor 
IEGT Transistor Injection Enhanced Gate Transistor 
GTO Thyristor Gate Turn-off Thyristor 
IGCT Thyristor Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor 
GCT Thyristor Gate Commutated Turn-off Thyristor 
Table 1-1Summary of fully controlled high-power semiconductors 
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Until 2009 about 100 HVDC schemes are operating or planned to be installed worldwide. More 
than 80 GW of the power is delivered via CSC (Current Source Converter) or VSC (Voltage Source 
Converters) scheme [5].  Table 1-2 illustrates the differences between CSC and VSC.  
Scheme Semiconductor Power Level 
CSC-HVDC Thyristors around 1000 MW 
VSC-HVDC GTO/IGBT 300-400 MW 
Table 1-2 Two scheme for HVDC 
The basic configuration of these two schemes is shown below, CSC-VHDC technology has been 
relatively mature, and so far, the technology has been constantly improved. VSC-VHDC has re-
ceived extensive attention in recent years. 
 
Figure 1-1 CSC-HVDC system based on thyristors 
 
Figure 1-2 VSC-HVDC system based on IGBTs 
Compared to Line Commuted Source Converters based on HVDC, VSC-HVDC system is more 
suitable for specific applications, such as small isolated remote loads, offshore generation and 
power supply to island [6], [7]. And VSC-HVDC is more suited for offshore generation because it 
does not need a strong AC system and has a smaller footprint in comparison to CSC-HVDC [8]. 
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Because the DC inductor can help limit the current, the CSC has the ability to resist short circuits 
under fault conditions. VSC is more likely to be damaged due to line failure, so in the VSC-HVDC 
application, the choice of cable is more important. With the improvement of the cable production 
process, VSC-HVDC has received more and more attention [9]. The DC side fault of the VSC-
HVDC system can be solved by circuit breakers (CB) [10]. In the case of VSC loss the advanced 
DC voltage controller can solve the problem of power excess. The advantage of VSC-HVDC is 
listed below: 
1.VSC current can be self-shut off, and VSC can work in the passive inverter mode, with no need 
for additional commutation voltage, thus overcoming the traditional flaw that HVDC receiver must 
be fundamental to the active network. The use of HVDC for remote isolation Load transmission is 
possible.  
2. Normal operation VSC can simultaneously and independently control active and reactive power. 
The control can be more flexible and convenient.  
3. VSC not only does not need to provide reactive power on the AC side, but also can play the role 
of STATCOM, that is, dynamic compensation for the reactive power for AC bus, stable AC bus 
voltage. This means that the VSC-HVDC system can provide emergency support for active power 
to the fault area and emergency support of reactive power if the VSC capacity is allowed to be 
tolerated, thus improving the system's voltage and power angle stability.  
4. DC current reverses when the power flow reverses direction, while the DC voltage polarity 
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remains unchanged, to which the traditional HVDC is exactly the opposite. This feature is condu-
cive to the parallel multi-terminal DC system formation by being both easy to control the trend 
and having a higher reliability.  
5. As the VSC AC side current can be controlled, it will not increase the system short-circuit ca-
pacity. This means that after the addition of the new VSC-HVDC line, the protection of the AC 
system does not need to be changed.  
6. VSC usually uses SPWM technology and the switching frequency is relatively high. After low-
pass filter can get the required AC voltage, the required capacity of the filter device is also greatly 
reduced. 
 An illustration of the two-level converter is shown in Figure 1-3  
 
Figure 1-3 Illustration of the two-level converter 
As shown above, each VSC consists of 6 diodes and 6 IGBTs, and each phase leg of the converter 
connects to the AC system through a reactor. Filters on the AC side are used to reduce the harmonic 
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content flowing to the AC side. 
The DolWin beta project [11] commissioned in 2017 in the North Sea of Germany is the world’s 
most powerful offshore converter station to date. Its transmission capacity is 916 megawatts (MW), 
the voltage level is 320-kilovolt and the transmission distance is 135km (45km submarine cable 
and 90km underground cable). It is able to transmit the clean energy to around 1,000,000 house-
holds. 
Electric transformer is important substation equipment in the electrical power system. It is the core 
component in both HVAC and HVDC transmission systems. Power transformers transform high 
voltage power to low voltage power, and provides electric service to terminal users in power dis-
tribution systems. Nowadays, the majority of servicing transformers are oil-filled transformers, 
which have complex structure and are vulnerable to bad weather conditions. The reliability of a 
transformer is of significant importance for industry to improve the level of safe operation and 
maintenance [12].  
Overloading of a power transformer will increase depreciation cost and reduce its physical lifetime 
because it accelerates a transformer’s insulation aging. Moreover, overloading also increases the 
failure risk of  the transformer which may cause cascading outages and frequent interruptions in 
power systems [13]. References [14], [15], [16] studied the weather-dependent failure rate of 
weather-exposed components, the real-time load model was built, and transmission and distribu-
tion system reliability calculation was also included. In [17], the influence of the hottest tempera-
ture (HST) on the insulation life of the transformer was studied. The potential risk of bubble dis-
charge under severe overload conditions was also studied. In [18], the outage risks of transformers 
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under overloading conditions were studied. The influence of ambient temperature and real-time 
load for an overloading transformer was studied in reference [19]. Reference [13] proposed a hy-
brid conditions-dependent outage model (CDOM) for a transformer. The CDOM considers three 
failure models: the aging failures due to rising HST which will damage the mechanical strength of 
conductor; the random failures due to weather conditions, which is set as a weather-dominant fail-
ure rate model; and the overload protection outage model considering the outages caused by the 
direct trips of the overload protection. However, when evaluating the system’s reliability other 
components’ real-time failure rate is not considered. That paper analyzes the reliability indexes 
based on the CDOM model for a traditional AC power system, but the application for an HVDC 
system is not mentioned. For the HVDC system converter’s operating condition is even more es-
sential than the transformer. To calculate the HVDC system real-time reliability, a converter’s op-
erating reliability model should be built [20], [21].  
1.1.2HVDC transmission system reliability 
The application of HVDC technology can benefit the power system in many ways, such as opera-
tion security, reliability performance and economy [22]. With the increasing number of applica-
tions of HVDC, the reliability performance of HVDC plays an important role in power system 
reliability. The reliability evaluation of HVDC systems first emerged in the 1970s, when mercury 
arc valves were widely used and also at that time thyristor-based SCRs were starting to become 
available. Reference [23] is one of the earliest studies in HVDC reliability area, analyzing the 
reliability and availability of HVDC station with thyristor-based SCRs. Different power compo-
nents in the HVDC system and their impact on the system reliability was analyzed in reference 
[24]. After the 2000s, new technology has been available for the HVDC transmission system, such 
as voltage source converter (VSC), ultra HVDC, and multiterminal HVDC. Reference [25] is the 
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earliest paper to analyze the reliability of multiterminal HVDC transmission systems. Reference 
[26] studied the reliability of HVDC systems with different topologies, the results of the study 
show that HVDC systems are vulnerable to high-impact and low-probability faults. Reference [22] 
uses a state-enumerated approach to extend the reliability evaluation to ultra HVDC systems, and 
introduced two new reliability indices for HVDC systems. 
Although the reliability of HVDC transmission system has been studied for some time, most of 
the research is only for the reliability evaluation of the planning stage, but the evaluation of oper-
ational reliability is rarely mentioned. Constant failure rate for components  (transformers and 
converters) has been proven to be feasible and it is widely used in power system to calculate me-
dium or long term average reliability indices [23]. Constant failure rate is an average value for 
long-time. However, the average failure rates cannot represent the components’ failure probability 
under different operating conditions and operating environment. 
HVDC transmission system’s reliability with a VSC station is studied in [27]; in [28], the reliability 
of HVDC converter is further studied. Reference [29] evaluates reliability of a small wind turbine 
power converter system. That paper only considered the relationship between power loss and com-
ponents’ failure rates, but impacts of the system’s operating states were missed. The operating 
states mainly influenced by random variations of wind speed. Reference [30] provides a model of 
real-time failure rate evaluation for converters in HVDC transmission systems. The result shows 
that the operational reliability evaluation considering the real-time operational states of the system 
is especially suitable to evaluate the reliability of a system with factors that affect its reliability on 
a real-time basis, like the HVDC transmission system that connects a wind farm and the main grid. 
However, reference [30] only presents the operating reliability for a converter system; it does not 
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analyze the impact on a specific transmission system based on converter’s real-time failure rate. 
And other important components, such as a transformer’s operating reliability are still not taken 
into consideration. 
1.2 Reliability Evaluation Method 
The reliability evaluation method for electric power systems can be classified into two categories: 
simulation method and analytical method [23]. 
1.2.1 Simulation Method 
The simulation method mainly refers to the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, which estimates the 
reliability indices by simulating the random process and actual process of the system. MC method 
can be mainly divided into time sequential MC method and non-sequential MC method. Non-
sequential Monte Carlo simulation is often called state sampling method. The sampling of the 
system is based on a state where the system state is the state of all the originals, and the state of 
each element can be determined by sampling the probability of occurrence in particular in that 
state. The sequential Monte Carlo simulation is a simulation of the elements’ state in a time span 
according to the timing. Among them, there are different ways to establish the virtual system state 
transition cycle. The most commonly used methods include state duration sampling method, sys-
tem state transition sampling method and so on.  
Monte Carlo simulation is a simple and easy way for system reliability evaluation, however, this 
method costs too much time and resources. And, it cannot evaluate the reliability sensitivity di-
rectly. This method is mainly used to calculate mid-size and big systems. 
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1.2.2Analytical Method 
The analytical method focuses on calculating the reliability index using direct numerical method, 
such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Frequency and Duration method (FD method). Fault tree 
method is a method of using graphical deductive logic reasoning, using the diagram to explain the 
cause of the system failure. FTA combines the system failure with component failure, by finding 
all the possible failures of the system, that is, all the smallest cut sets of the fault tree. Fault tree is 
visual technical information; when it is completed, it is an intuitive design and maintenance guide 
for the operators and designers. As the transmission capacity of HVDC transmission system is 
large, the original parts are large, the structure is complex and the operation mode is varied. The 
fault tree modeling workload is huge and the calculation result has some error. 
FD method focuses on establishing the state space diagram of the subsystems and obtaining the 
reliability equivalent model to establish the state space diagram of the whole HVDC system. Be-
cause HVDC transmission system is complex, the dimension of states is large, the drawing of state 
space diagram is cumbersome and error prone. In addition, when the original transfer relationship 
and the system structure changes, there is the need to re-establish the reliability model. 
The basic idea of the serial-parallel network analysis method is to describe the structural charac-
teristics of the DC transmission system. The capacity model can be expressed as a series-parallel 
combination of the capacity model of each subsystem. Therefore, as long as the capacity model 
and its serial and parallel combination is known, the DC system capacity model can be built. 
In this paper the definition of in series and parallel is based on reliability point of view. Also it can 
be explained as based on the relationship between system failure (success) and components failure 
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(success). 
For a series system, the system fails if any of the components in the system fail. In other words, 
all the components must work properly, so the system can work properly. This system is called the 
series system. 
 
Figure 1-4 Series system of two components 
A series system consisting of two independent components is shown in Figure 1-4. In this system, 
component A and component B must both operate before the system function can be realized. The 
failure rate for series system consists of n components calculated as follows: 
𝜆" = 𝜆$%$&'       (1.1) 
For a parallel system, the system fails if all components of the system fail. In other words, if any 
one of the components work, the system can work properly. This system is called the parallel 
system. 
		12	
 
Figure 1-5 Parallel system of two components 
A parallel system consisting of two independent components is shown in Figure 1-5. In this system, 
only if component A and component B fail does the system fail. The repair rate for parallel system 
consisting of n components is calculated as follows: 
 𝜇" = 𝜇$%$&'       (1.2) 
The minimum cut set method is a basic concept of Fault Tree Analysis; by using this method we 
can simplify a complex system to a simple series and parallel system, and to calculate its reliability. 
The minimum cut set is actually a set of such components together: when these components are 
removed from the network, the power supply path of the load point is all cut off, and when any of 
the components are returned, the load point restores at least one power supply path. It is shown in 
Figure 1-5, where we can see that the minimum cut set from source 1 to load 4 is (A, D), (B, E), 
(A, C, E), (B, C, D). By using the concept of fault tree we can simplify the system in Figure 1-5 to 
Figure 1-6, since only if all the components in a minimum cut set stop working the system fail, 
they are in parallel connection. And if any cut set happens the system fails, so all the cut set is in 
series.  
		13	
 
Figure 1-5 Model of meshed network 
 
Figure 1-6 network after minimum set simplify  
1.3 Research Objective and Thesis Layout 
The main goal of this thesis is to evaluative the HVDC system real-time reliability, considering its 
main components’ real-time failure rate. A converter’s real-time failure model and a transformer’s 
failure model will be built. For converter real-time failure model, the effect of wind speeds oper-
ating condition and ambient temperature is considered. For transformer real-time failure model, 
aging failure caused by the mechanical strength loss, random failure based on weather condition 
and failure caused by overload protection is taken into consideration. The models are applied to 
different HVDC transmission schemes, and the sensitivities analyses are made to compare the real-
time indexes to constant indexes, and other influences. 
		14	
In this thesis, a converter real-time failure rate model considering wind speeds and operating en-
vironment is proposed and tested in chapter 2, a transformer conditions-dependent outage model 
considering aging failure caused by the mechanical strength loss, random failure based on weather 
condition and failure caused by overload protection is proposed and tested in chapter 3. Further, 
the real-time reliability of two HVDC transmission schemes based on components’ operating reli-
ability model is studied in chapter 4. And the sensitivities analysis is proposed in chapter 5; The 
conclusions are presented and future work is prospected in chapter 6. 
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  A Converter Real-time Failure Model 
2.1 Introduction  
To evaluate the reliability of power electronics, two methods are widely used. One is an empirical 
reliability model, while another is a physics-based reliability model. The former largely relies on 
historical operating data, but the current running VSC-HVDC does not have enough data to support 
reliability analyses. The latter evaluates reliability based on the specific operational states and op-
erating environment. 
Reference [30] provides a model of real-time failure rate evaluation for converters in HVDC trans-
mission systems. This paper built on the multi-level failure rate model of wind turbine power con-
verter system (WTPCS) based on the power loss of power electronic devices. However, the liter-
ature established by the multistate failure model cannot fully show the component's hourly failure 
rate. Moreover, the study only takes the converter and its necessary equipment into account and 
does not analyze at the transmission system level. 
In this chapter a converter real-time failure rate model considering the effect of wind speed is built. 
This model is based on the power loss of power electronics which is caused by the wind speed and 
its variation. Also the influence of ambient temperature is considered.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following way. The real-time converter failure 
rate model is presented in section 2.2. The parameter setting and model test are presented in section 
2.3. The summary of this chapter is given in section 2.4. 
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2.2 Model Establishment 
In this model, the failures caused by thermal over-temperature and failures caused by thermal cy-
cling [31] are considered. Because of the fluctuations of wind speed, wind farm generation varies 
from time to time. Thus, the power loss of power electronics will cause the temperature rise of the 
components and cause the components’ failure. The logic diagram of this model is shown below. 
  
Figure 2-1 Real-time converter outage model 
As shown in Figure 2-1, this failure rate model of a VSC is to a great extent influenced by the real-
time wind speed. In other words, if we input the hourly wind speed and hourly ambient temperature 
into this model we can calculate the real-time failure rate. 
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2.2.1 Calculating Output Power 
First the relationship between the wind speed and windfarm output is presented. The output of the 
wind farm is directly affected by the wind speed [32]. The relationship between them is as follows: 
𝑃* = 𝑃*+𝑃*+× -.-/0-1.-/00 							𝑣+ ≤ 𝑣 < 𝑣78𝑣7$ ≤ 𝑣 < 𝑣+𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠     (2.1) 
As shown above 𝑃*  is the power output of the wind turbine,  𝑃*+ is the wind turbine rated output, 𝑣 is the wind speed, and 𝑣7$ and 𝑣78  are the cut-in and cut-out wind speed. Obviously, when the 
wind speed exceeds a cut-out speed, the turbine output remains constant. When the wind speed is 
below cut-in speed, the turbine stops working. It is worth noting that the cut-in speed effects not 
only the time to put into operation, different cut-in speed settings also affect the wind turbine 
efficiency during normal operation. 
2.2.2 Calculating the Power Loss of Converter 
In this paper we considered the traditional two-level three-phrase converter with 6 IGBTs and 6 
diodes. According to the operating characteristics of the VSC, the power loss of the VSC is the 
power loss of each diode or IGBT in the VSC. These losses can be calculated according to the 
output power, voltage and frequency of the wind turbine [Effect of Wind Speed on Wind Turbine 
Power Converter Reliability]. The loss on diode and IGBT can be expressed as follows [33], [34]: 
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𝑃 = 𝑉@$8@A𝐼 'CD ∓ FG cos 𝜃 + 𝑅@$8@A𝐼C 'G ∓ FND cos 𝜃 + OD ∙ QRSTQ1UV,X0YXUT1UV,X0YXU 𝐸@$8@A (2.2) 
𝑃 = 𝑉T[\]𝐼 'CD ± FG cos 𝜃 + 𝑅T[\]𝐼C 'G ± FND cos 𝜃 + OD ∙ QRSTQ1UV,_`abT1UV,_`ab 𝐸8% + 𝐸8OO  (2.3) 
in which 𝑉@$8@A and 𝑉T[\]  are the voltage drops across the diode and IGBT; 𝑅@$8@A and 𝑅T[\] are 
the conduction resistance of the diode and IGBT respectively; 𝐸@$8@A is the rated switching loss on 
the diode, 𝐸8% and 𝐸8OO are the power losses of IGBT during the operation; 𝑉cd  is DC link voltage;  𝑉+AO,@$8@A and 𝑉+AO,T[\] are the reference commutation voltage of diode and IGBT; 𝐼+AO,@$8@A and 𝐼+AO,T[\] are the reference commutation current of diode and IGBT; 𝑀 is the modulation index; and 𝜃 is the angle between the current and voltage.  In Equation (2.2) and (2.3) 𝐼 is the peak phase 
current that can be expressed by[33]: 
  𝐼 ≈ CghNij       (2.4) 
Where 𝑃k is the power output from the wind turbine and 𝑈m is the line-to-line voltage on the AC 
side. 
The total power loss of the converter can be calculated by  
𝑃m8"" = 𝑃T[\],$n'$&' + 𝑃@$8@A,onCo&'     (2.5) 
in which 𝑁1 is the number of IGBTs in the converter and 𝑁2 is the number of diodes in the con-
verter. The temperature rise in the converter can be calculated as below [33]: 
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 𝑇t8@umA = 𝑇vtw$A%k + 𝑅xv𝑃m8""    (2.6) 
where ambient temperature is represented by 𝑇vtw$A%k and thermal resistance from ambient tem-
perature to heatsink is represented by 𝑅xv. 
 In [33], the author evaluates the failure rate of the circulator in stages. In this study, the reliability 
was evaluated in hours. In other words, the hourly failure rate evaluation unit was not divided by 
the operational phase. Therefore, the failure rate of converter can be calculated as: 
 𝜆 = 𝛾]z 𝑇𝐻 + 𝛾]d 𝑇𝐶 + 𝛾F 𝑀 + 𝛾}z 𝑅𝐻$%@u7A@~+87A""gF  (2.7) 
where ΠgF is manufacturing factor reflecting the quality of the component, Π~+87A"" is the factor 
that reflects the aging quality of the component during its life cycle, Π$%@u7A@ is the factor reflect-
ing its overstress ability, 𝜆F.}z and 𝜆]z.]d  are basic failure rates influenced by mechanical/hu-
midity and factors temperature/thermal cycling, respectively, and 𝛾]z,	𝛾]d , 𝛾F, 𝛾}z are the basic 
temperature (temperature, thermal cycling, mechanical factor and humidity).  
Instead of using a constant ambient temperature, this model uses the real-time hourly ambient 
temperature to better calculate the hourly failure rate. 
The main parameters for this model are shown below: 
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parameters	 values	𝑉T[\] 	 1.54V	𝑅T[\] 	 0.84×10.NΩ	𝑓	 3000Hz	𝐸8% 	 0.50J	𝐸8OO 	 0.57J	𝑉cd 	 1100V	𝑉+AO,T[\] 	 1700V	𝐼+AO,T[\] 	 2400A	𝑈 	 563.4V	𝑉 	 690V	𝑉@$8@A 	 0.81V	𝑅@$8@A 	 1.5Ω	𝐸@$8@A 	 0.39J	𝑈	 690V	𝑁'	 6	𝑁C	 6	𝑅xv 	 0.454°C/W	ΠgF 	 0.16	Π~+87A"" 	 0.4	Π$%@u7A@ 	 7.12	𝛾]z 	 0.359	𝛾]d 	 0.523	𝛾F 	 0.9	𝛾}z 	 0.028	
 
Table 2-1 Main parameters of the converter real-time failure mo
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2.3 Model Test 
After building the real-time failure model, some work is done to test the model to see if the model 
is working well. First the relationship between the wind speed and wind farm output is given: 
 
Figure 2-2 Relationship between wind speed and output 
As shown above, the rated output for this wind turbine is 1000Kw. When the wind speed exceeds 
the rated wind speed 𝑉+ , the output remains a constant (1000Kw). When the wind speed is between 𝑉7 and 𝑉+, the output increases linearly with increasing wind speed. The wind turbine stops working 
when the wind speed is over the cut-out speed or below the cut-in speed. 
The real 24-hour temperature and wind speed in summer in Milwaukee is used to test the accuracy 
of this model, and they are shown below: 
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Figure 2-3 24-hour ambient temperature and wind speed in summer Milwaukee 
As we can see from the figure above, the ambient temperature reaches its peak at 16:00 and the 
wind speed reached its peak at 13:00. It is easy to find that the wind speed fluctuates more than 
the temperature. 
 
Figure 2-4 Real-time wind power output  
As we can see from Figure 2-4 between 8:00 to 19:00, the wind power output remains 1000Kw, 
because the wind speed reaches the rated speed. 
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Based on the real-time data, the operating failure rate can be calculated below: 
 
Figure 2-5 Real-time converter failure rate  
As shown above, the failure rate reached a minimum of 2.88 failure per year at 5:00 and reached 
the highest point 3.40 at 16:00. Also the ambient temperature reached its peak at 16:00, and it is 
not difficult to find that the real-time failure rate curve is very similar to the ambient temperature 
curve, but is not exactly the same. Take the data at 20:00 and 21:00 as an example; the ambient 
temperature is both 30 Degrees Celsius, but the wind speed is 12 and 12.3 (m/s) respectively. As a 
consequence, the failure rate at 21:00 is higher than at 20:00 (3.24 to 3.24). 
In order to demonstrate the superiority of the real-time failure rate model, the failure rate is com-
pared with the following three cases. In these three cases we use the temperature and wind speed 
in Figure 2-3 to assume the rated wind farm output is 1 MW, other parameters are given in Table 
2-1. In case 1, there is a converter with constant failure rate (3.11); in case 2, there is a converter 
with real-time failure rate considering the influence of wind speed only; in case 3, there is a con-
verter with real-time failure rate considering the influence of wind speed and ambient temperature. 
As shown below, for Case 1 the failure rate is a fixed number; for Case 2 the failure rate fluctuates 
because of the hourly wind speed variation; and for Case 3 the curve fluctuates more violently and 
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has day and night characteristics. From 1:00 to 8:00 the failure is relatively low because of the low 
temperature at night, and from 11:00 to 20:00 the failure rate is higher because of the high ambient 
temperature in the day time. 
 
Figure 2-6 The compare of three failure rate 
2.4 Conclusion and Future work 
In this chapter a VSC real-time failure rate model is built and tested. For this model, first the hourly 
windfarm output is calculated from the real-time wind speed. Then the total power loss of the 
power electronics is calculated and the temperature rise over the VSC is also calculated, where the 
temperature rise caused by the ambient temperature is also considered. Finally, the VSC real-time 
failure rate can be calculated.  
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To test this model, the local temperature and wind speed are used, and the reliability index in 
different Cases is compared. The test results show that, with the real-time wind speed change, VSC 
failure rate will produce the corresponding change. The effect of ambient temperature on the fail-
ure rate of the converter is very significant in the stable operating environment. And the outage is 
more likely to happen during the daytime because of the high temperature.  In general, this model 
can better reflect the impact of operating environment and operating status on VSC failure rate. 
Future work can be focused on the following aspects: considering the impact of extreme weather 
on VSC failure rate; combining with wind speed and temperature forecast technology to study the 
failure rate prediction of the converter; the establishment of other power electronic equipment real-
time failure rate model. 
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  A Transformer Real-time Failure Model 
3.1 Introduction  
Whether in HVAC or in HVDC systems, transformers are very important components. The relia-
bility of the transformer directly affects the reliability of the entire power system. At present, large-
capacity transformers mainly are oil-based. The insulation aging and mechanical strength loss of 
the transformer are mainly accelerated by overloading, and the aging process can increase the 
failure rate of the transformer, leading to frequent interruption and outage. The IEEE Guide [35] 
details the aging process of the transformer and its quantitative calculation. The figure below il-
lustrates how the Hottest Spot Temperature (HST) accelerates its aging. 
 
Figure 3-1 Aging acceleration factor (relative to 110 Celsius Degree) 
The HST is the limiting temperature for a transformer's insulation. If the HST is over its limitation 
it will accelerate its aging and cause other problems. The Aging Accelerate Factor (AAF) it used 
to measure the impact of the aging process, and can be calculated below[35]: 
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𝐹 = 𝐸𝑋𝑃 .      (3.1) 
The reference HST Θ𝐻 is 110 ℃ for a 65 ℃ average winding rise transformer. If the HST is greater 
than the reference temperature, the 𝐹 has a value greater than 1. If it is less than 1, the HST is 
below the reference temperature. 
Beside aging leading to transformer failure, overcurrent protection and operating environment will 
also cause transformer outage. In this chapter, a transformer real-time failure model considering 
aging failure caused by the mechanical strength loss, random failure based on weather condition 
and failure caused by overload protection is built and tested. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following way. The real-time transformer failure 
rate model is presented in section 3.2. The parameter setting and model test are presented in section 
3.3. The summary of this chapter is given in section 3.4. 
3.2 Model Establishment 
The model diagram is shown below. The transformer real-time failure model consists mainly of 
three parts. The first part is the aging failure rate model. The main input of this sub-model is the 
real-time output of the windfarm and the ambient temperature to calculate the HST, and the HST 
is used to get the real-time aging failure. The second sub-model is the weather dependent model, 
in which the outage probability caused by the weather condition is calculated. The third sub-model 
is the current-dependent overload protection failure model, in which the outage probability caused 
by over current protection is studied. The total probability of outage is added together in the end. 
		28	
 
Figure 3-2 Transformer real-time failure rate model 
3.2.1 Aging failure model  
Aging failure is strongly related to the ambient temperature and loading of the transformer, which 
can be reflected by the winding HST. Before calculating the aging failure rate the hottest spot 
temperature should be calculated[36].  
A. Hottest spot temperature calculation 
First, top-oil temperature rise over ambient temperature ∆𝜃]  is calculated below: 
∆𝜃] = ∆𝜃].' + (∆𝜃],}×𝐿O 𝑘 − ∆𝜃].')×(1 − 𝑒. ∆hb)  (3.2) 𝐿O 𝑘 = ((  /1)×}jj'}jj' )%'    (3.3) 
where ∆𝜃]  is the temperature increment of top-oil over the ambient temperature at hour k; ∆𝜃],} 
is the temperature increment of top-oil over ambient temperature when the transformer is working 
at rated load; 𝜏] represents transformer thermal constant time; ∆𝑡 is the length of time step 	𝑘; 𝐿O 
represents the transformer’s loading factor, 𝐿 𝑘  is the actual load of the transformer at time 𝑘, 
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and 𝐿+ is the rated load of the transformer; 𝑅mm is power loss ratio for the transformer at rated load 
to no load conditions; and 𝑛1 is the transformer’s cooling class. 
Second, the winding hottest spot temperature increment is calculated below:  
∆𝜃z = ∆𝜃z.' + (∆𝜃z,}×𝐿O 𝑘 − ∆𝜃z.')×(1 − 𝑒.∆h)  (3.4) 
where the winding hottest spot temperature increment over top-oil temperature is represented by ∆𝜃z ; when the transformer is working at the rated load the hottest spot temperature increment is 
represented by ∆𝜃z,} , and 𝜏* is transformer winding thermal constant time.  
Then, the initial value for ∆𝜃] and ∆𝜃z should be calculated: ∆𝜃]  = ∆𝜃],}×𝐿O 0     (3.5) ∆𝜃z  = ∆𝜃z,}×𝐿O 0      (3.6) 
Finally, the winding hottest spot temperature 𝜃z at hour k can be calculated as follows: 𝜃z = 𝜃]  +𝜃] + 𝜃z      (3.7) 
where the ambient temperature can be represented by 𝜃] . 
B. Failure rate calculation  
Since the dielectric strength of the conductor insulation decreases with the increment of the run-
ning time, the failure due to aging is mainly caused by the loss of the mechanical strength of the 
insulation [37]. This is an irreversible and cumulative process. Weibull distribution is the major 
method to describe the probability of transformer aging failure[19]. The failure of aging in these 
studies is considered to be an operating condition independent failure. In reality, the aging failure 
actually depends on the transformer's thermal conditions. As discussed in chapter 3.1, the rela-
tionship between HST and aging acceleration factor was already studied. Thus, the aging effects 
of HST are usually considered in aging studies. 
		30	
First, a time period T can be divided into small time intervals 𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑘, …, and the insulation 
life loss during time interval 𝑡𝑘 can be calculated below[38]: 
𝑇m8"" = 𝑡×𝑒( ¢. ¢£¤ )    (3.8) 
 𝜃  is the reference temperature (110 ° C for 65 ° C average winding rise ). 
Then, the aging loss during time period T is calculated: 
𝑇m8"",k8kvm = 𝑡×𝑒( ¢. ¢£¤ )n¥&'    (3.9) 
Last, the aging failure probability of a transformer based on the HST can be computed: 
𝑃vO = 1 − 𝑒 bjY¦¦,hYh§jSU ¢
¨. bjY¦¦,hYh§j∆hUSU ¢
¨
   (3.10) 
where ∆𝑡A is the equivalent operation time and 𝐶 and 𝛽 are end-of-life failure constant value[35], 
[39]. 
In addition to the aging failure, the random failure of different components is also taken into ac-
count and they are independent of each other. Given an assumed random failure probability 𝑃+v%@8t, the transformer failure probability can be calculated below: 𝑃k+v%" = 1 − (1 − 𝑃+v%@8t)×(1 − 𝑃vO)   (3.11) 
3.2.2 Weather dependent failure model 
Due to other factors such as size and land area, most transformers in power transmission systems 
are exposed to different weather conditions such as winds, typhoons, heavy rains, snow and ice. 
Even with the establishment of the oversea transformer substation, the operation of the converter 
station will be affected by the weather conditions. The failure rate of the transformer exposed to 
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the weather is much greater than in the general case [15]. In this section, a simplified weather-
dependent failure rate model is used. The failure rate is as follows: 
𝜆7 𝜔 = 𝜆 n«n 1 − 𝐹 ,							𝜔 = 0		𝜆 n«n 𝐹,																	𝜔 = 1     (3.12) 
where 𝑁 represents the duration of normal weather scenario, 𝑆 represents the duration of adverse 
weather scenario, 𝐹  is the failure probability in adverse weather, 𝜔  is transformer operating 
weather condition (in normal weather 𝜔 is 0, and 𝜔 is 1 in adverse weather).  
The probability is illustrated below: 𝑃7 = 1 − 𝑒.­/(®)∆k    (3.13) 
3.2.3 Overload protection model 
Because the overload protection can also lead to the transformer outage, a current-dependent over-
load failure model is used in this section. There are several reasons for the current mismatch of a 
transformer [40]. There are uncertainties for outages due to the trip of breakers when the current 
is around the pickup value. Usually we used the standard deviation to describe the failure proba-
bility. 𝐼~$7 is the relay pickup value, the range is 𝐼~A 1 − 𝜀' , 	𝐼~A 1 + 𝜀' 	  and its probability 
density is shown as follow:  
𝑃~+8kA7k$8% 𝐼 =
𝑖𝑓:	𝐼 < 𝐼~A(1 − 𝜀')𝑃u%+A²u$+A@,𝑖𝑓: 𝐼~A(1 − 𝜀') < 𝐼 < 𝐼~A(1 + 𝜀')𝑃+A²u$+A@ 𝑓 𝐼~$7TT³U '.´ 𝑑𝐼~$7 +𝑃u%+A²u$+A@ 𝑓 𝐼~$7T³U '´T 𝑑𝐼~$7𝑖𝑓: ≥ 𝐼~A(1 + 𝜀')𝑃+A²u$+A@,
  (3.14) 
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𝑃~+8kA7k$8% 𝐼  represents the transformer protection failure probability at current	𝐼; when the over-
load protection is not activated the failure probability is 𝑃u%+A²u$+A@; when the overload protection 
is activated the failure probability is 𝑃+A²u$+A@; 𝐼~$7 represents the protection relay pick-up current; 𝐼~A represents the expectation value of 𝐼~$7; 𝜀'is current mismatch percentage error; the probabil-
ity density function is represented by 𝑓 𝐼~$7 . The function is formulated as follows: 
𝑓 𝐼~$7 = 0																																										𝐼~$7 < 𝐼~A 1 − 𝜀' 	𝑜𝑟	𝐼~$7 > 𝐼~A(1 + 𝜀')				'¸¹ CD 𝑒.((_³0/¤º_³U)» )																					𝐼~A(1 − 𝜀') < 𝐼~$7 < 𝐼~A(1 + 𝜀') (3.15) 
𝛼' = 𝜙 ´T³U¹ − 𝜙 .´T³U¹     (3.16) 
where 𝜎C is the variance of 𝐼~$7, and 𝜙 is the cumulative distribution function. 
Because these three outage models are different and independent, the total real-time failure prob-
ability of a transformer can be calculated by condition probability concept as follows: 𝑃k = 1 − (1 − 𝑃k+v%")×(1 − 𝑃7)×(1 − 𝑃T)   (3.17) 
3.3 Model test 
After building the transformer real-time failure model, some work is done to test the model to see 
if the model works well. First the aging failure sub-model is built. 
The main parameters for this model are shown below: 
parameters	 values	Δθ] ,} 	 36.0℃	Δθz,} 	 28.6℃	𝑅	 4.87	𝜏] 	 3.5	h	𝜏* 	 3	min	𝑚	 1.0	𝑛	 1.0	
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𝛽	 5.9	𝐵	 15000	𝐶	 1.903×10.'C	
Table 3-1 Main parameters of the aging failure model 
	
parameters	 values	𝑁	 200	h	𝑆	 2	h	𝐹	 0.6	𝜆	 0.02	𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟.'C	
Table 3-2 Main parameters of the weather dependent failure model 
 
parameters	 values	Ig 	 1.5	𝜎	 0.045	𝜀	 9%	𝑃* 	 0	𝑃Ë 	 1	
Table 3-3 Main parameters of the overload protection failure model 
3.3.1Aging failure model test 
To test this model, the same load and weather data is used as it was in the converter model. First 
the HST is calculated: 
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Figure 3-3 Hottest spot temperature calculation 
In the figure above, the winding HST increment over top-oil temperature ∆𝜃z  and top-oil incre-
ment over ambient temperature ∆𝜃] are calculated, and the ambient temperature is also given. 
The winding HST is the sum of their three values. It is not difficult to find that the other two 
increments are less volatile than ambient temperature. Under the condition that the operating load 
is relatively stable, the winding HST is mainly affected by ambient temperature. 
In order to illustrate the impact of the aging process on the transformer failure rate, the aging 
process of the transformer is independently tested： 
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Figure 3-4 Transformer failure caused by aging 
In this test, we set a transformer operating under full load and at 25 Degrees Celsius for 20 years. 
Figure 3-4 shows the HST and aging failure rate in the 21st year. Because the load and the temper-
ature is fixed, the HST remains a constant. At the same time, the failure rate increases slowly over 
time. Thus, the aging failure is correct and it cannot be ignored. 
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3.3.2Overload protection model test 
To test the overload protection model, the probability density is calculated below:
 
Figure 3-5 Probability density for overload protection failure 
 
In the figure above we can find that, when the current is below 𝐼~  1 − 𝜀  the failure probability 
is 0, when the current is over 𝐼~  1 + 𝜀  the failure probability is 1, and when the current is  𝐼~  
the outage probability is 0.5. By setting the valve of 𝐼~  we can adjust the protection. 
3.3.3 Total failure rate probability test 
The 24-hour transformer failure is calculated based on the work above. In this calculation, we set 
a transformer operating under full load and at 25 Degrees Celsius for 20 years. And we assumed 
the weather condition is good in this 24-hour period.  
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Figure 3-6 Transformer failure probability calculation 
As we can see above, the wind speed directly determines the output of the wind farm. The output 
and the ambient temperature are the two main factors for the HST, and the trend of HST changes 
can be seen as a superposition of both of them. The failure probability of this transformer in 
24hours reaches its peak at 16:00 and the peak of HST is also at 16:00. This is because the aging 
failure is the main factor in normal operating conditions.  
To compare the influence of these three sub-models, the tests below are done. The same 24-hour 
ambient temperature and wind speed data is used. In case 1, the transformer has operated at 110 
Degrees Celsius for 5 years and the weather condition is normal weather.  In case 2, the transformer 
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has operated at 110 Degrees Celsius for 5 years and the weather condition is adverse weather.  In 
case 3, the transformer has operated at 110 Degrees Celsius for 30 years and the weather condition 
is normal weather.  In case 4, the transformer has operated at 110 Degrees Celsius for 30 years and 
the weather condition is adverse weather.   
   
case 1: 110℃; 5 years; 24h normal weather  case 2: 110℃; 5 years; 24h adverse weather 
 
case 3: 110℃; 30 years; 24h normal weather  case 4: 110℃; 30 years; 24h adverse weather  
Figure 3-7 Four cases for transformer real-time failure model test 
The figure above illustrates the outage probability of the 4 cases. The sharp increase at 19:00 is 
because of the over current protection. When comparing case 1 with case 2 and case 3 with case 
4, we can find that the weather condition can affect a transformer’s outage probability evidently. 
When operating in adverse weather, the outage probability will increase. When comparing case 1 
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with case 3 and case 2 with case 4, we can find that, in case 1 and case 2 the transformer is in 
normal operating state, in case 3 and case 4 the transformer is in wear-out operating state. In the 
normal operating stage, the weather condition, HST, and overcurrent protection have a common 
impact on the outage probability. But in the wear-out stage, the HST is the main factor for this 
model. 
3.4 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter a transformer real-time outage probability model is built and tested. For this model, 
first the HST is calculated based on the wind farm real-time output and hourly ambient temperature, 
and an aging failure model is built. Second, an overcurrent protection failure model is established 
to calculate the outage probability caused by the over current. Then, a weather-dependent failure 
model is built in order to take climate factors into account. Finally, the three sub-models are com-
bined to get the final transformer real-time outage probability model. 
To test this model, the local temperature and wind speed are used, the hourly HST, aging process, 
overload protection curve and real-time failure probability are calculated. Four cases are studied 
to compare these three sub-models. The test results show that, each sub-model can accurately re-
flect the real-time outage probability of the transformer, and with the aging process intensified, the 
degree of impact will change. Even if the transformer is operating in the normal condition, the 
aging process will increase its outage probability slowly. 
Future work can be focused on the following aspects: considering more weather conditions for the 
weather-dependent failure model; combining wind speed and temperature forecast technology to 
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study the outage probability prediction of the transformer; adjusting the structure of the model 
according to the structure and function of the transformer. 
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 Case Study 
4.1 Introduction  
In this chapter a radial VSC-HVDC transmission system and a regional VSC-HVDC transmission 
system for offshore wind energy are studied. First, the explanation of each component in the sys-
tem and their reliability parameters are studied in reference [8]. Due to the special structure of 
offshore wind power; in this paper, the parameters for the same equipment were distinguished by 
onshore and offshore. Then, by using the minimum cut set method, topologies of these two system 
are simplified and the reliability index is calculated. 
Before the case study, two indicators are illustrated. First the availability of each component in the 
system can be computed from the formula below: 
𝐴 = F]]ÍF]]ÍF]]}    (4.1) 
for a specific component, 𝐴 is availability, 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 represents mean time to failure and 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 rep-
resents mean time to repair. Availability can also be calculated by failure rate 𝜆 and repair rate 𝜇: 
𝐴 = Î­Î     (4.2) 
For the system, energy availability is defined as the maximum amount of energy which could have 
been transmitted.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following way. The reliability parameters for each 
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component are studied in section 4.2. The case study for a radial VSC-HVDC transmission system 
is presented in section 4.3. The case study for a regional VSC-HVDC transmission system is pre-
sented in section 4.4. The summary of this chapter is given in section 4.5. 
4.2 Component reliability and parameters 
 
Figure 4-1 Radial VCS-HVDC transmission system 
A point to point VSC-HVDC scheme is shown above. It can be divided into three subsystems 
(offshore system, DC system, and onshore system) and a transformer subsystem, which consists 
of transformer and GIS in both offshore and onshore systems. For the converter, the failure caused 
by control system is also considered. The DC system consists of an offshore DC switchyard, DC 
cables, and an onshore DC switchyard. The fixed reliability indices are cited from reference [8]. 
4.2.1 Converter and Converter Reactor 
For the converter, the real-time failure rate can be calculated by the model in chapter 2. But to 
calculate the availability of the converter, the repair time is also required. Because offshore wind 
power is far from land and the environment is complex, the repair time for offshore converters and 
onshore converters must be different. According to reference [8] the repair time for offshore con-
verters is 15 hours, and the repair time for onshore converters is 6 hours. 
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The converter reactor is connected in series with each arm of the converter. The reliability indices 
were cited in reference [8] from DNV and they are given below: 
Component MTTF(year) MTTR(hour) Availability 
Onshore Converter Reactor 7 24 0.99961 
Offshore Converter Reactor 7 192 0.99688 
 
Table 4-1 Reliability indices for converter reactor 
The MTTR for offshore is bigger because of the difficulty for oversea repair. Also the availability 
for converter control systems is given. 
Component MTTF(year) MTTR(hour) Availability 
Onshore Control System 1.6 3 0.99979 
Offshore Control System 1.6 17 0.99879 
 
Table 4-2 Reliability indices for control system 
4.2.2 Transformer and GIS 
The real-time availability for the transformer can be calculated by using the model in chapter 3. 
To distinguish between offshore transformers and onshore transformers we can adjust the value of 
the 𝑃+v%@8t in 3.2.1 
𝑃k = 1 − (1 − 𝑃k+v%")×(1 − 𝑃7)×(1 − 𝑃T)   (4.3) 
For an offshore transformer 𝑃+v%@8tis settled to be 0.00181; for an onshore transformer 𝑃+v%@8tis 
settled to be 0.00121. 
In a VSC-HVDC switchyard the major components are switchgear, measurement equipment, line 
reactors and capacitor banks. Because the GIS switchyard is a closed system, the availability is not 
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largely dependent on the environment; the availability for both sides is settled to be 0.99992. 
4.2.3 DC System 
The estimated reliability indices for the DC switchyard are provided below: 
Component MTTF(year) MTTR(hour) Availability 
Onshore DC Switchyard 4.02 26.06 0.99926 
Offshore DC Switchyard 4.02 98.06 0.99723 
 
Table 4-3 Reliability indices for DC switchyard 
Based on the DNV value the failure rate for a DC cable is 0.07 failures per year per 100 km. And 
the repair time is 60 days. 
Component 
Failure rate 
(occ/yr/100km) Length(km) MTTF(year) MTTR(hour) Availability 
DC Cable 0.07 165 8.4936 1440 0.98101 
 
Table 4-4 Reliability indices for submarine cable 
The availability indexes for all the components are shown below: 
 
 
 
Component Offshore Onshore 
GIS 0.99992 0.99992 
Transformer real-time 0.99819 Based 0.99879 Based 
Converter reactor 0.99961 0.99688 
Converter real-time 15 h repair time 6 h repair time 
Control system 0.99879 0.99979 
DC switchyard 0.99723 0.99926 
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DC cable 0.07(0cc/yr/100km)  MTTR1440 
 
Table 4-5 Reliability indices summary  
4.3 Case 1: Radial HVDC Transmission System 
In this case, based on the wind speed and ambient temperature from a given 24-hour period, the 
energy availability for a radial system was calculated. The radial VSC-HVDC transmission is 
given below, and the reliability indices for components have already been given in 4.2 
 
Figure 4-2 Radial VCS-HVDC transmission system 
First, by using the concept of minimum cut set, this system can be simplified to the figure below: 
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Figure 4-3 Simplification for radial VCS-HVDC transmission system 
In this figure, all the components are in series, and all the components except the transformer 
system are two-state models. For the two parallel transformers, the operating state can be divided 
into three states (0%, 50%, 100%) 
Next, the energy availability for this radial system was calculated. The 24-hour wind speed and 
ambient temperature for Milwaukee in 2010 were used and given below: 
 
Figure 4-4 24-hour ambient temperature and wind speed in summer Milwaukee 
The curve above is ambient temperature and the curve below is the wind speed. We can find that 
the peak of the wind speed is at 13:00 and the peak of the ambient temperature is at 16:00.  
The real-time availability for the converters is calculated below: 
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Figure 4-5 Availability for onshore and offshore converters 
From the curves above we can find that, the availability for the onshore converter is higher. This 
is because of the shorter repair time. The two lines have the same trend, and both reach their lowest 
point at 16:00. This is because of the high ambient temperature at that time. 
The real-time availability for the transformers is calculated below: 
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Figure 4-6 Availability for onshore and offshore transformers 
From the graphs above we can find that the availability for the onshore transformer is higher. This 
is because we adjust the 𝑃+v%@8t. The two lines have the same trend, and both reach their lowest 
point at 16:00. This is because of the high ambient temperature at that time. 
The hourly availability of these three subsystems is then calculated. 
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Table 4-6 Hourly availability for three subsystems  
In the figure above we can find that although system 1 and system 3 have the same structure, the 
availability for system 3 is higher. This is because system 3 is an onshore system. Take the availa-
bility at 16:00 as an example; for system 1, the system will operate at full capacity approximately 
98.6% of the time, half capacity 0.36% of the time, and zero capacity 1.04% of the time.  
The availability for the whole system was then calculated. First the availability in each stage is 
given. 
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Figure 4-7 System availability for radial system 
As we can see above, the availability for 100% capacity stage is lowest at 16:00. This is because 
of the high ambient temperature and high wind speed. Conversely, the reliability is high at mid-
night because of the low temperature and wind speed.  
Take the availability at 16:00 as an example; for this point to point transmission system, the system 
will operate at full capacity approximately 95.8% of the time, half capacity 0.59% of the time, and 
zero capacity 3.57% of the time. And the total energy availability is 96.13%.  
The specific value is given below: 
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Table 4-7 Hourly availability for three subsystems  
Finally, the energy availability is calculated with the processes above. 
 
Figure 4-8 Energy availability for radial system 
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As we can see we can have the highest energy availability at 5:00 and the lowest energy availability 
at 16:00.  
4.4 Case 2: Regional HVDC Transmission System 
In this case, based on the wind speed and ambient temperature from a given 24-hour period, the 
energy availability for a regional system is calculated. The regional VSC-HVDC transmission is 
given below, and the reliability indices for components have already been given in 4.2.  
 
Figure 4-9 Regional VCS-HVDC transmission system 
In this regional system, there are three offshore wind farms and two onshore stations. These three 
wind farms are connected by 60 km DC cables. Each of the offshore nodes (A, B, C) is a simplifi-
cation of the subsystem 1 and onshore DC switchyard in case 1, and each of the onshore nodes (D, 
E) is a simplification of the subsystem 3 and onshore DC switchyard in case 1. 
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Figure 4-10 Simplification for offshore and onshore node 
 It can be further simplified as: 
 
Figure 4-11 Simplification regional VCS-HVDC transmission system 
The availability can be calculated with the same method as in case 1. A logic code is written to 
calculate the availability for this regional system. 
In this case, we assume the installed capacity of each offshore wind farm is 600 MW, the trans-
mission capacity of the DC cable between offshore nodes is 1200 MW, and the transmission ca-
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pacity of the DC cable between offshore nodes to onshore nodes is 900 MW. The real-time avail-
ability for the subsystems and the energy availability for the whole system is calculated. The result 
is shown below: 
 
Table 4-8 Hourly availability for subsystems  
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Figure 4-12 Energy availability for regional system 
Again we can see the highest energy availability is at 5:00 and the lowest energy availability at 
16:00. Take the availability at 16:00 as an example; for this regional transmission system, the en-
ergy availability for offshore nodes is 97.59%, the energy availability for onshore nodes is 98.50%. 
The total energy availability is 95.95%. 
Although the regional scheme can have a more flexible transmission pass, when compared with 
case one at 16:00, the energy availability for the radial system is 96.13% and the energy availability 
for the regional system is 95.95%. The energy availability of the regional system in the 24-hour 
period is all lower then then the radial system. This is because of the capacity of the DC cable 
between the offshore nodes and onshore nodes. The reason will be further studied in chapter 5. 
The comparison of case 1 and case 2 is showed below. 
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Figure 4-13 Energy availability comparison of case 1 and case 2 
 
4.5Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, two cases were studied. In case 1, the real-time reliability for a radial system was 
calculated based on the converter model and the transformer model. In case 2, the real-time relia-
bility for a regional system was calculated and the influence of DC cable capacity on system reli-
ability is studied. In both of the cases, the reliability indexes for each component was discussed 
and the systems were simplified. The results show that, combining with the real-time failure rate 
model of the converter and the transformer, it can better reflect the reliability of the offshore wind 
power transmission system under the influence of wind speed and ambient temperature. When 
operating in the normal condition ambient temperature is the main factor to influence the system 
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reliability. A more flexible transmission path can increase the system reliability. And the capacity 
of DC cable should be adjusted.  
Future work can be focused on the following aspects: analyze the contribution of each component 
to the system reliability; combining wind speed and temperature forecast technology to study the 
outage probability prediction of the transformer; combining with the economic analyze and choose 
the optimal scheme. 
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 Sensitivity Analysis 
Based on the case study above, to evaluate the influence of the factors, a set of sensitivity analysis 
is done considering the following aspect: 
1). Yearly real-time reliability calculation and seasonal characteristics; 
2). The effect of wind turbine parameter setting; 
3). The effect of DC cable capacity. 
For these further calculation we choose the regional system in case 2 to do the system level relia-
bility calculation 
5.1 Yearly calculation and seasonal characteristics 
To do this calculation, the hourly wind speed and ambient temperature data in whole year 2010 in 
Milwaukee is used.  
	
Figure 5-1 Ambient temperature in Milwaukee, 2010 
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Figure 5-2 Wind speed in Milwaukee, 2010 
As we can see above the wind speed and the ambient temperature have a specific seasonal character. 
For the ambient temperature, it has a relative high value in Summer and Autumn, and low value in 
Winter and Spring. For wind speed is just the opposite. And it is noteworthy that in the summer 
and autumn wind speed fluctuates more intense 
Next, then the wind farm generation and the real-time availability for the converter and the trans-
former are calculated. 
 
Figure 5-3 Hourly wind generation 
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Figure 5-4 Hourly converter failure rate 
 
Figure 5-5 Hourly transformer outage probability 
As we can see above, the lowest point for the wind generation is between 3000 hour to 6000 hour. 
This is because of the low wind speed during that period. Also the wind generation reflects the 
wind speed fluctuations in the summer and autumn. The trend of the hourly converter failure rate 
curve is consistent with the ambient temperature and it also reflects the fluctuation of the wind 
speed in summer and autumn. The trend of the hourly transformer failure probability curve is also 
consistent with the ambient temperature, the gaps in 3800 hour and 5500 hour correspond to the 
gaps of wind generation at that time. 
Then the yearly real-time reliability for the regional system is calculated: 
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Figure 5-6 Hourly energy availability for regional system 
As we can see above, the lowest energy availability is between 4000 hour to 6000 hour. It is in 
June and July when the temperature is highest in the year. Also, during that period of time the 
energy availability has the biggest fluctuation due to wind speed fluctuation. 
5.2 The effect of wind turbine parameter setting 
The parameters of the wind turbine, such as cut-in speed, cut-out speed and rated speed can affect 
not only the wind generation but also the reliability of the components. In this section the effect of 
cut-in speed is studied.  
The cut-in speed will affect the wind generation and the wind generation will affect the reliability 
of converters and transformers. First, based on the 24-hour wind speed we used in the previous the 
average hourly wing generation was calculated as below: 
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Figure 5-7 Average  hourly wind generation 
As we can see above, with the cut-in speed increase, the generation ability weakened. And the 
availability of the converter was also calculated: 
 
Figure 5-8 Converter failure rate  
As we can see above the real-time failure for the converter is also influenced by the cut-in speed. 
When the wind speed is low, the effect is significant, when the wind speed reaches the rated speed 
there is no effect. 
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5.3The effect of DC cable capacity 
In order to confirm the effect of DC cable capacity on system reliability, the capacity of the DC 
cable between the offshore nodes and onshore nodes was adjusted to 1200 MW and 1800 MW. As 
we can see, with the increase of the cable capacity, the energy availability also increased. The 
average energy availability for a regional system with two 900MW DC cables is 0.96012, for a 
regional system with two 1200MW DC cables is 0.96995, for a regional system with two 1800MW 
DC cables is 0.98463. This is because DC cables are the most important components in HVDC 
transmission system. The reliability of HVDC transmission system is largely depend on the relia-
bility of DC cables. If we adjust the DC cable capacity to 1800 MW, one DC cable fault will not 
affect the energy availability.  
 
Figure 5-9 Energy availability for different DC cable capacities 
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Table 5-1 Hourly energy availability for different DC cable capacities 
5.4 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, a set of sensitivity analysis is done considering the effect of wind turbine parameter 
setting and DC cable capacity. And the yearly reliability is calculated based on the yearly wind 
speed and ambient temperature data. The results show that, the seasonal characteristic is significant, 
and it is largely affected by the temperature. the wind speed also has its influences. The lowest 
system energy availability is in the hottest time of the year. A more flexible transmission path can 
increase the system reliability, if the capacity of DC cable is sufficient. To improve the system 
reliability, we can adjust the wind turbine parameters. Increase the capacity of the DC cable will 
also increase the system reliability. 
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Future work can be focused on the following aspects: analyze the optimal scheme considering the 
investment; calculating more reliability indexes considering the load. Considering the connection 
to the area distribution network. 
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 Conclusion 
In this thesis, the operating reliability for the VSC-HVDC transmission system is studied. The 
reliability indexes for a radial and a regional offshore wind farm transmission systems are calcu-
lated.  
Firstly, the converter real-time failure model and the transformer real-time failure model are built 
and tested. The results show that, with the real-time wind speed change, VSC failure rate and 
transformer failure probability will produce the corresponding change. The effect of ambient tem-
perature on the failure rate of the converter is very significant in the stable operating environment. 
And the outage is more likely to happen during the daytime because of the high temperature. Even 
if the transformer is operating in the normal condition, the aging process will increase its outage 
probability slowly. 
Then, systems are simplified by using the minimum cut set method. The reliability indexes for all 
components in the systems are set considering the difference between offshore and onshore envi-
ronment. And the system energy availability is calculated for both system. The results show that, 
the availability for the system vary evidently with different operating and environment conditions. 
And the ambient temperature and the wind speed are the main factors.  
Lastly, the sensitivity analyses study the influence of season, DC cable capacity, and wind turbine 
parameters. The results show that, the seasonal characteristic is significant, and it is largely affected 
by the temperature. the wind speed also has its influences. The lowest system energy availability 
is in the hottest time in the year. To improve the system reliability, we can adjust the wind turbine 
parameters. Increase the capacity of the DC cable will also increase the system reliability. 
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Future work can be focused on the following aspects: 
l Considering more weather condition in components’ failure model, and studying the impact 
of extreme weather on components’ real-time failure and on system reliability; 
l Building real-time failure rate model for other components in VSC-HVDC transmission sys-
tem, such as switchyard, control system, transmission line and others. 
l Integrating wind speed and temperature forecast technology; using the predication ambient 
temperature and wind speed to study the failure rate prediction of the system; 
l Calculating the unavailability of each subsystem and analyzing the contribution of each com-
ponent to the system reliability;  
l Performing economic analysis; considering the investment and the maintenance to choose the 
optimal scheme. 
l Calculating the system reliability for more systems with different topologies; and considering 
the connection to the area distribution network and calculating more reliability indexes with 
the load.	
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